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Nova Scotia
Chapter Highlights

Chapter 1: Accounting for Contaminated Sites
Overview of Government’s Recognition of Contaminated Site Costs:
•
•
•
•

$212 million liability recorded by the Province at March 31, 2017 as estimate of future costs of
environmental cleanup
Financial statements include future cleanup costs in accordance with accounting standards
Significant use of professional judgment and assumptions contributes to the uncertainty in the $212
million liability
Remediation of contaminated sites governed by laws, regulations, and protocols

Contaminated sites are:
• throughout Nova Scotia
• created by chemicals, organics, etc., released into soil or water
• harbours, abandoned gold mines, land and buildings

Environmental Laws

Provincial Environment Act
• Defines contaminated site:
• contaminants exceed what is
allowed (standards)
• Inspectors enforce compliance
• Those responsible must pay to
remediate
Contaminated Sites Regulations
• Remediation could be limited
or full

Remediation Level Protocols
• Limited remediation:
• exposure managed with
physical barriers, etc.
• example: contain an oil spill
• Full remediation:
• Human health at risk
• example: Boat Harbour site

Recording and Accounting

Costs to the Province

• Environment:
• tracks contaminated locations
• determines who cleans up
• Costs to clean up provincial sites:
• departments that own sites
pay
• departments report expenses
• Liability recorded for costs if:
• standard exceeded
• Province accepts responsibility
• Province plans to clean up
• estimate of cost possible

• Total liability $212 million
• 24% increase in 2017-$40M
• 93% relates to 2 projects:
Boat Harbour and SYSCO

• Estimated liability:
• record using accounting
standards (PSAS)
• uses assessments by experts
• significant use of assumptions
• Assumptions create uncertainty
• can cause large changes year
to year, and over time
• Assumptions for clean up:
• time and costs to clean up
• extent of contaminant
• adopting new technology

Boat Harbour:
• $130 million liability in 2017
• Described in Note 9 of F/S
• $45 million expensed in 2017
• $12 million liability in 2013
• Number keeps increasing
• Final plan in 3-4 years
• Costs still being estimated

SYSCO:
• $68 million liability in 2017
• Described in Note 9 of F/S
• Original estimate $318M
• Ongoing clean up
• No increase needed in liability

5 Questions Nova Scotians may want to ask:

1.
2.
3.
4.

When will Boat Harbour be cleaned up?
Why is the final action plan to address Boat Harbour cleanup taking 3 to 4 years?
Who is responsible to cleanup contaminated sites at organizations like NSHA and IWK?
What is the role or responsibility of the Federal Government related to the contaminated
sites in NS?
5. If the environmental standard changes through regulations, agreements, by-laws etc. for
acceptable levels of contaminants, what is the impact to the Province’s fiscal situation?
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